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We would be delighted if you would like to join
the Society. For details of subscription rates,
payment options and to obtain a membership
application form please consult the SHA website (www.shastro.org.uk) or contact the SHA
Membership Secretary.
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Honorary Vice Presidents:
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Churchill College, Cambridge
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University of Durham

Founded at Wadham College, Oxford in
June 2002, the Society for the History of
Astronomy regularly organizes meetings
with a particular focus on the history of astronomy at the local and regional level. Our
publications The Antiquarian Astronomer
and the Bulletin include articles of a biographical nature or about historical observatories and observations. There is also a
web-based Survey of the local history of UK
astronomy, searchable by name and
county.
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SHA visit to the Old Radcliﬀe Observatory, Oxford

The SHA welcomes professional and
amateur astronomers, historians and
enthusiasts of all levels of experience
and of all interests within the ﬁeld of
the history of astronomy and related
subjects.
Why not join us today?
www.shastro.org.uk

About the Society

The story of the history of astronomy is a
fascinating and often dramatic one. The
momentous discoveries, eccentric and
often adventurous characters, remarkable
observatories and great telescopes, form as
much a history of humanity as does the
march of armies and the life and death of
kings and queens. Equally fascinating, and
accessible, is the local history of astronomy.

We know that there are people out there
doing this kind of research in isolation, or
who are interested in taking it up but are
not sure how. There are also many people
who are not active researchers, but simply
have a great interest in the subject and wish
to learn more.

All are welcome as members of the SHA,
whether amateur or professional, academic
or enthusiast.

Working together, we are bringing the local
history of astronomy to light, as well as enjoying its national and international story.
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Beneﬁts of membership

• The Antiquarian Astronomer, an annual
journal of refereed papers on original
research in the history of astronomy;
• The SHA Bulletin, a lively magazine twice a
year, carrying news, reviews, feature
articles and event reports;

• The SHA e-News, quarterly newsletter with
updates on the SHA’s activities,
forthcoming books, events and astrohistory news snippets;

• Two Saturday conferences a year, discounted
for Members;

• At least one Picnic per year to places of
signiﬁcant astronomical interest;

• The Survey of Astronomical History, an
evolving web-based resource composed
of research by members on local
astronomical history – searchable by
name and county;

• The Sir Robert Ball Library, lending and
reference, at the Birmingham and
Midland Institute;

Programme for the year

Spring Conference
A full day of wide-ranging presentations,
which has been hosted at various venues,
including Bath, Cambridge, Greenwich,
York, Manchester, and Oxford.

Summer Picnic and Visits
Picnics and privileged tours at locations of
astronomical interest. Recent venues have
included: Woolsthorpe Manor; National
Maritime Museum, Greenwich; Liverpool
World Museum; the Mill Hill Observatory,
London; the Norman Lockyer Observatory,
Devon; and the Paris Observatory.

Autumn Conference and AGM
Another rewarding day with lectures on lots
of historical topics, held in late October at
the Birmingham and Midland Institute.

• An SHA Forum, hosted as a closed group on
Facebook to allow members to discuss
topics and share ideas;

• Research grants on merit, at Council’s
discretion, for SHA Members undertaking
research in the history of astronomy.

Summer picnic, Norman Lockyer Observatory, Devon

